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ABSTRACT

The need for theoretical descriptions and experimental observations on

'small' individual systems is emphasized. It is shown that the mathematical

basis for microscopic mechanics is very simple in one dimension. The square

well problem is discussed to clarify general points about stationary states

and the continuity of (p'/p) across potential boundaries in the applications

of microscopic mechanics.
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shortcomings of quantum theory in the realm of physical pictures anu Die

applications of microscopic mechanics . It must be emphasized that there

is no disagreement with the probabilistic predictions of quantum theory for

measurements on ensembles of atomic systems. The essential difference between

microscopic mechanics and quantum theory may be seen by observations on almost

isolated individual systems. Quantum mechanics gives the wave function for an

individual system that determines only the probabilities of actual results that

can "be obtained in a statistical ensemble of similar experiments (or similar

systems). Is this the complete specification of an individual system 7 This

question is as old as the quantum mechanics itself, but it assumes a new and

different perspective in view of some recent advances in theoretical and

experimental physics.

The important point is that the theory and experiments dealing with

individual systems may become feasible in/near future. It is almost self-

evident that the quantum results will always be preserved in their own domain.

Whenever one is dealing with ensembles of similar systems or similar experiments,

the probabilities for the results will be predicted and verified. This fact

alone cannot be sufficient to extend the probabilistic philosophy to individual

systems. The main arguments of such a philosophy depend upon the uncertainty

principle and the process of measurement. Recently there has been an interest in

these ideas and interesting developments have taken place in the form of the

physics of "squeezed states".

There are several well known reasons why the attempts for theories of

individual systems did not find general acceptance. Firstly, these were theories

propounding very strange concepts with very little consequences. Secondly, no

apparent deviations from the usual quantum theory have been found. There is also

a rather consistent physical (?) picture of quantum theory with workable

mathematics to back it up.Hencemany deeper physical points can often be bypassed

as "ignorable questions" or "uncomfortable questions". For example, questions

relating to the process of collapse of a general wave function Into an eigenstate

upon measurement have never been adequately answered . Finally, the crucial

fact remains that in atomic domain, we have hardly ever observed "individual

systems". But unless this Is done, one cannot expect any deviations at all

from quantum results. Advances in experimental physics now seem to indicate that

such observations may become feasible in"]

clear guidance from theoretical physics.

the
such observations may become feasible irimear future provided there Is also a very
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It is possible to mention some theoretical problems which point towards a

theory "beyond quant i": mechanics subject to the condition that we are sufficiently

unbiased in trying to look at things from a novel viewpoint. One such problem is

hadronie collisions. Does a potential function exist to describe such scatterings

We know that potentials have worked very well in atomic physics, but in nuclear

physics, potentials have been used with a considerable degree of difficulty (like

spin and angular momentum dependence). And now the search continues in hadron

physics for a potential function. But one must not overlook the fact that the

potential may not exist at all for certain types of forces. Why should nature

provide us with only those forces that we can handle by elegant but simple

mathematics ? In fact, the study of chaos in recent times reveals that important

natural events are governed by non-linear mathematics. Therefore it is reasonable

to expect that laws formulated in terms of forces are more versatile than the laws

formulated in terms of potentials. Schrodinger's equation belongs to the latter

class whereas the microscopic mechanics formulates the equation of motion in terms

of forces.

As expected, the Hamiltonian type of formulation in terms of energy and

potentials is mathematically simpler to handle than the formulation of a problem

in terms of forces. But in some situations, the simple theory proves to be

inadequate. An important class of problems encountered in practice involves

dissipative forces. Some interesting recent work in the area of "dissipation

in quantum systems" Indirectly reflects the difficulties of understanding

dissipation in quantum theory. In fact, the method of equation of motion is

very well suited to handle dissipative forces. But no such formulation existed

for the microscopic systems before the advent of microscopic mechanics.

It is important to understand the mathematical and physical structure of

microscopic mechanics before we use it for actual problems. Here we will first

describe the simple mathematical features of microscopic mechanics in one

dimension. Then we discuss the case of the square well potential which clarifies

the essential similarities and differences between Schrodinger theory and

microscopic mechanics.

The mathematical basis of microscopic mechanics is the connection between

a non-linear equation in one dimension with the Schrodinger equation. Here

ve discuss a similar connection which is very simple to follow. Consider the

equation (primes denote derivative with respect to x,e,g,y' = dy/dx)

Here f(x) is an integrable function of x such that

U(x) = - ff(x) dx

Integrating Eq.. (1) we get the non-linear equation

y' = y - U(x) + a j

where a is a constant. This equation may be transformed into a linear

differential equation by setting

y = -(in i)))1 = -I)J'/IJI

(21

(3)

Then Eq.(3) yields

= -Utx) + a

-V" + U(X)I|I = cci[i

This is the Schrodinger equation, if we write

(5)

2m
} = V(X) and ttSa = E

Such in the simplicity of the connection between Schrodinger equation and the

equation of motion in microscopic mechanics. In fact — f(x) can be Identified

as Pg and the function y as A' = p'/(2p). Thus we get the equivalence of

the equation of motion in microscopic mechanics with the Schrodinger equation.

y" = 2y y" + f(x) IX)

If two equations are connected with each other, then they could yield

similar results. Such was the motivation which led to the formulation of the

new microscopic mechanics ' . This yielded many interesting physical

concepts ' . It also shows the limitations of some aspects of the picture

provided by quantum theory.
q \

We now discuss the problem of a square well by Schrodinger equation

and also by microscopic mechanics. The potential for this simple case In one

dimension is given by

V(x) m 0 for -a < x < a (Region I)

and

v(x) = Vn for |x| > a (Eegion II) • (6)
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The solution of Schroftinger equation for E < VQ in region 1 m*jr be written as
V s A ainax + B cosax > in region I I , i(i s Ce" for x > a, and f • D e

for x < - a where

a - (2mE)1/2/*S (7a)

and

(.Tb)

One nov imposes the condition of continuity of (i and i|i' at x = ±a to obtain

the conditions; either

a tanaa = S (8a)

acotaa = -8 (8b)

whose solutions determine the energy levels of the discrete states.

How does one solve this problem in microscopic mechanics ? First we note

that the equation of motion is in terms of the force. Here

Fext(x) = V0[+6(x + a) - <5(x - a)] (9)

and the 'simple' potential of quantum mechanics corresponds to the 'awkward'

delta function forces, acting along + x direction at x = -a and along -x

direction at x ~ +a. However, for convenience of mathematics and also for easy

comparison, one can deal with the energy equation (which one gets after

integrating the equation of motion ' )

E l +
2m

(.10)

where

A' = p< '(2p) (11)
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As a ru le Csee aXso the comments feelov-5 when E < Vn , for d i s c r e t e energy s t a t e s

P •* 0 in microscopic mechstnlos. However, A' » p ' /C2pI remains f i n i t e . Then

Eq.(10) becomes

A" - A' 2m[E - V(x)] (12)

In region II , V(x) » V so that

A" - A ' 2

(13)

Thus A" - A' is negative so that the simplest solution is A' = +S. The general

solution Is A' • -p tanh (gx - S). For x > a , the region extends to infinity

hut a delta function repulsion acts at x " a. The only admissible solution Is

A' = 0 for x > a. Similarly A' = -B for x < -a. (The particle does not

vant to stay too far inside or for too long a time inside region II.)

In region I, the equation becomes

A - A1 = a (lit)

which is a positive quantity. The solution to this equation is A' = a tanaje

or A' = -a cotax. How do we relate these solutions at the boundaries ? To

answer that we note that the potential enters the energy equation in microscopic

mechanics. Eq. (ll) is the only other basic relation which may also "be written

as 2pA' - p' = 0. This equation is independent of V(x), One must also remember

the limiting processes in microscopic mechanics in which p -+ 0 but

still (p'/p) tends to a finite limit. Thus we conclude that A'(- ~~-) remains

continuous across the boundary of two potential regions. This is the analog

of the continuity condition on wave function ana its derivatives in quantum

theory. With this condition we regain Eqs.(8],

We conclude this paper with general physical considerations that are

useful in microscopic mechanics. They help in sorting out the appropriate

solutions. Some initial conditions must enter the physical considerations.

As pointed out in earlier work ' * , it is unwise to choose p » 0 as an

initial condition in microscopic mechanics. So one can start with some non-zero

p v :i.h:n the well, say at x = 0. At x = a , the particle encounters a delta
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function foree which tends to reverse the -notion. But it would 'penetrate'

the x > & region somewhat before turning back. It i& easy in microscopic

Mechanics to remember two situations:

( I ) When tiie external force F e K t acts- along tile direction of p , then
the motion is opposed by the self damping force f (we use the notation of

Ref.l). Here Fert tends to increase p and increased p diminishes fp

which ultimately tends to zero. Finally the motion is almost classical-,like

that of an electron in a constant electric field.

(il) When S*ext is acting in opposite direction with respect to p, the

self damping force is acting along p. Here Fext tends to decrease p so

that f increases. But f will reach
r r

distinct possibilities arise:

3OIne limit (f ) . How two
i* lim

Clla) [f ). . may be smaller in magnitude than Fg^. Then the particle will

stop momentarily and reverse its motion. Thus it may behave as in case (i) above

except when it quickly encounters Fext again acting opposite to p.

[lib) If changes directions quickly many times, the particle energy will

decrease ana that of the field will increase. Ultimately the condition (f ), .
r lim

equal to FeX£ may be satisfied for p + 0, Then p •* 0 condition holds and

the particle remains in a special kind of bound state with discrete energy spectrum

Identical to that predicted by quantum theory. This is what happens in a square well.

In summary, we have discussed here the need to develop the methods of

microscopic mechanics, the simplicity of its mathematical basis in one dimension

and the problem of the square well potential in microscopic mechanics. The square

well problem clarifies some general points about the application of microscopic

mechanics like the continuity of (p'/p) across the boundaries and the physical

picture of stationary states.
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